
Classics Collection





Residential Designs, 
Updated for Today’s 
Public Places

Inspired by original mid-century designs, the Nemscho� Classics 
Collection brings sophistication and comfort to community spaces. 
Designed and scaled to recreate the comforts of home, architectural 
lines manifest mid-century nuances while contemporary materials 
speak to today’s style. High performing and comfortable, each design 
is highly compatible with other furnishings made speci�cally for 
today’s public places.





The varied geometries and styles of the collection are intentional; 
each is designed to work together as a group or complement 
furnishings within existing settings.



Seamless design offers appeal from the front, back and sides. 
The Classics Collection is skillfully upholstered and carefully detailed 
to contribute to any setting.



Tamarack cushions are made to move and respond to many needs—
from sitting to stacking to storing underneath.









The Cra�ing 
of a Classic

A Historical Context of the 
Nemscho� Classics Collection



Comfort from 
Living Room to Lobby

A little-known fact about our furniture is that it began in the home. 
Nemscho�’s modern designs helped shape the residential landscape 
throughout the late 1950s and 60s. 

Beautiful and attainable, Nemscho� designs o�ered handcra�smanship 
at an a�ordable price point. The furniture was, as designer Lawrence 
Peabody put it, “contemporary in character,” as it possessed a timeless 
style and lasting quality. 

We use the same design attributes to elevate today’s public 
settings. The lounge and table collections of Nemschoff Classics 
create private, personalized residential solutions that comfort 
people in high-traffic, institutions.





“You will quickly 
recognize it 
for what it is—
entirely practical 
furniture that 
boldly expresses 
the best in 
American taste.”
– Lawrence Peabody, the Peabody Collection Catalog, 1959



A�er graduating from the Rhode Island School of Design, Lawrence Peabody 
went on to study at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen.  
As a result, there’s a distinctive Scandinavian influence in the designs 
he created. Peabody achieved recognized success within the design 
community and furniture industry as an architect, interior designer, 
and furniture designer until his death in 2002. His pragmatic, direct, 
and humble nature made him a �ne cultural �t for Nemscho�.

About the Designer

Original Peabody lounge chair designed for Nemscho�, 1959



Maintaining 
the Original 
Design Intent

Peabody was an ideal designer for Nemscho�, as he shared a 
common interest in creating lasting designs. Like Nemscho�, Peabody 
understood the importance of using outstanding cra�smanship to 
achieve unforgettable aesthetics. Given their similarities, it only made 
sense to release a collection together in 1959. 

In updating the furniture for the Classics Collection, Nemscho� 
went great lengths to keep the design, the spirit, and the essence of 
Peabody’s work. Every contour, every detail is influenced by Peabody’s 
original design intent. 





Our Story

Nemscho� was founded on a few key 
principles that still guide us today: people 
make a di�erence, things should be built 
to last, and good design can improve the 
way we live. We’ve built our company, our 
furniture, and our reputation on these 
principles. From Sheboygan, Wisconsin, 
we continue to provide a broad portfolio 
of solutions for public spaces everywhere.







Aspen embodies the spirit of lounging with its angled recline, 
sloped arm rests, and optional ottoman.



Sophora bridges an upholstered, barrel seat design to 
a solid wood, floating strut leg base construction to 
create cra�ed comfort. 



With tower design and sloped sides, Iris creates a subtle sense of 
privacy within public settings. Its so� curves convey comfort.



Nemscho� Classics Collection

Hemlock 

Tamarack

Sophora



New Wood Species for Added Appeal

The Classics Collection is available in solid Maple, 
White Oak, and Walnut. A low-sheen �nish delivers 
transparency and articulates the beautiful wood grain 
patterns. The three unique wood species relish the era 
in which the originals were made, and o�er the same 
durability expected of today’s Nemscho� products.

Iris 

Aspen 



For more information, visit nemschoff.com/classics or call 800 203 8916. 
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